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Abstract
This paper is a study of topological properties of omega context-free languages (!-CFL).
We .rst extend some decidability results for the deterministic ones (!-DCFL), proving that one
can decide whether an !-DCFL is in a given Borel class, or in the Wadge class of a given
!-regular language. We prove that !-CFL exhaust the hierarchy of Borel sets of .nite rank,
and that one cannot decide the borel class of an !-CFL, giving an answer to a question of
Lescow and Thomas (A Decade of Concurrency, Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Science,
vol. 803, Springer, Berlin, 1994, pp. 583–621). We give also a (partial) answer to a question
of Simmonet (Automates et th9eorie descriptive, Ph.D. Thesis, Universit9e Paris 7, March 1992)
about omega powers of .nitary languages. We show that B<uchi–Landweber’s Theorem cannot
be extended to even closed !-CFL: in a Gale–Stewart game with a (closed) !-CFL winning set,
one cannot decide which player has a winning strategy. From the proof of topological properties
we derive some arithmetical properties of !-CFL. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Omega context-free languages; Topological properties; Wadge class; Borel class;
Decide the Borel class; Omega powers; Gale–Stewart game; Arithmetical properties
1. Introduction
Since B<uchi studied the !-languages recognized by .nite automata to prove the
decidability of the monadic second order theory of one successor over the integers [5]
the so-called !-regular languages have been intensively studied. See [44, 37] for much
results and references.
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As Pushdown automata are a natural extension of .nite automata, Cohen and Gold
[9, 10] and Linna [30] studied the !-languages accepted by omega pushdown automata,
considering various acceptance conditions for omega words. It turned out that the
omega languages accepted by omega pushdown automata were also those generated by
context-free grammars where in.nite derivations are considered, also studied by Ni-
vat [34, 35] and Boasson and Nivat [4]. These languages were then called the omega
context-free languages (!-CFL). See also Staiger’s paper [41] for a survey of gen-
eral theory of !-languages, including more powerful accepting devices, like Turing
machines.
MacNaughton’s Theorem implies that !-regular languages are boolean combination
of G sets [32]. Topological properties of !-regular languages were .rst studied by
Landweber in [28] where he showed that one can decide whether a given !-regular
language is in a given Borel class.
The hierarchy induced on !-regular languages by the Borel Hierarchy was re.ned in
[2, 26] but Wagner had found the most re.ned one, now called the Wagner hierarchy
and which is the hierarchy induced on !-regular languages by the Wadge Hierarchy
of Borel sets [47].
This paper is mainly a study of similar results for !-context free languages.
In Sections 2 and 3, we .rst review some above de.nitions and results about !-
regular, !-context free languages, and topology.
In Section 4, we study the !-languages accepted by deterministic omega push-
down automata, called the omega deterministic context-free languages (!-DCFL).
Walukiewicz proved in [48] that in a Gale–Stewart game with an !-DCFL as winning
set, one can decide which player has a winning strategy. We give a new proof, based
on this result, that one can decide whether an !-DCFL is in a given Borel class, which
leads to a much stronger result: one can decide whether an eJectively given !-DCFL
is in the Wadge class of an eJectively given !-regular language.
In Sections 5–7, we next study the class of !-CFL. We .rst restate some previous
undecidability results. Then we prove that there are !-CFL in each Borel class of .nite
order. And that, for any class 0n or 
0
n , n being an integer, one cannot decide whether
an !-CFL is in 0n or 
0
n . Our proofs rely on the recent work of Duparc about the
Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets [15]. We use the Wadge game [46], and the operation
of exponentiation of sets de.ned by Duparc [15].
These results give partial answers to questions of Thomas and Lescow [29].
In Section 8, we study !-powers of .nitary languages. The !-power of a language
W ⊆X? is a fundamental operation over .nitary languages which leads to !-languages.
Whenever W is a regular language (respectively a context-free language), then W! is
an !-regular language, (respectively an !-CFL). Then the question of the topological
complexity of W! naturally arises and it is posed in [36, 39, 41, 42]. When W is a
regular language, W! is a boolean combination of G sets because it is an !-regular set.
We prove results on omega powers of .nitary context-free languages, giving examples
of context free languages (Ln) such that (Ln)! is a Borel set of .nite rank n for every
integer n¿1.
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In Section 9, we consider Gale–Stewart games and we prove that B<uchi–Landweber
Theorem cannot extend to !-CFL: in Gale–Stewart games with closed !-CFL winning
set, one cannot decide which player has a winning stategy.
In Section 10, we derive some arithmetical properties of omega context free lan-
guages from the preceding topological properties. We prove that one cannot decide
whether an !-CFL is in the arithmetical class n or n, for an integer n¿1. Then we
show that one cannot decide whether an !-CFL is accepted by a deterministic Turing
machine (or more generally by a deterministic X-automaton as de.ned in [19]) with
B<uchi (respectively Muller) acceptance condition.
2. !-regular and !-context-free languages
We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of formal languages and of
!-regular languages, see for example [25, 44]. We .rst recall some of the de.nitions
and results concerning !-regular and !-context-free languages and omega pushdown
automata as presented in [44, 9, 10].
When  is a .nite alphabet, a .nite string (word) over  is any sequence x= x1: : : xk ,
where xi ∈ for i=1; : : : ; k, and k is an integer ¿1. The length of x is k, denoted by
|x|.
If |x|=0; x is the empty word denoted by .
We write x(i)= xi and x[i] = x(1) : : : x(i) for i6k and x[0]= .
? is the set of .nite words over .
The .rst in.nite ordinal is !.
An !-word over  is an !-sequence a1 : : : an : : : ; where ai ∈; ∀i¿1.
When  is an !-word over , we write = (1)(2) : : : (n) : : :
and [n] = (1)(2) : : : (n) the .nite word of length n, pre.x of .
The set of !-words over the alphabet  is denoted by !.
An !-language over an alphabet  is a subset of !.
The usual concatenation product of two .nite words u and v is denoted u:v (and
sometimes just uv). This product is extended to the product of a .nite word u and an
!-word v: the in.nite word u:v is then the !-word such that:
(u:v)(k)= u(k) if k6|u|;
and
(u:v)(k)= v(k − |u|) if k ¿ |u|:
For V ⊆?, V!= {= u1 : : : un : : : ∈!=ui ∈ V; ∀i¿1} is the !-power of V .
For V ⊆?, the complement of V (in ?) is ? − V denoted V−.
For a subset A⊆!, the complement of A is ! − A denoted A−.
The pre.x relation is denoted : the .nite word u is a pre.x of the .nite word v
(denoted u v) if and only if there exists a (.nite) word w such that v= u:w.
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This de.nition is extended to .nite words which are pre.xes of !-words:
the .nite word u is a pre.x of the !-word v (denoted u v) iJ there exists an
!-word w such that v= u:w.
Denition 2.1. A .nite state machine (FSM) is a quadruple M =(K; ; ; q0), where
K is a .nite set of states,  is a .nite input alphabet, q0 ∈K is the initial state
and  is a mapping from K × into 2K . A FSM is called deterministic (DFSM) iJ:
 :K ×→K .
A B<uchi automaton (BA) is a 5-tuple M =(K; ; ; q0; F) where M ′=(K; ; ; q0) is
a .nite state machine and F ⊆K is the set of .nal states. A Muller automaton (MA)
is a 5-tuple M =(K; ; ; q0; F) where M ′=(K; ; ; q0) is a FSM and F ⊆ 2K is the
collection of designated state sets. A B<uchi or Muller automaton is said deterministic
if the associated FSM is deterministic.
Let = a1a2 : : : an : : : be an !-word over .
A sequence of states r= q1q2 : : : qn : : : is called an (in.nite) run of M =(K; ; ; q0)
on , starting in state p, iJ: (1) q1 =p and (2) for each i¿1, qi+1 ∈ (qi; ai).
In case a run r of M on  starts in state q0, we call it simply “a run of M on ”.
For every (in.nite) run r= q1q2 : : : qn : : : of M , In(r) is the set of states in K entered
by M in.nitely many times during run r:
In(r)= {q∈K={i¿1=qi = q} is in.nite}.
For M =(K; ; ; q0; F) a BA, the !-language accepted by M is L(M)= {∈!=there
exists a run r of M on  such that In(r)∩F = ∅}.
For M =(K; ; ; q0; F) a MA, the !-language accepted by M is L(M)= {∈!=
there exists a run r of M on  such that In(r)∈F}.
The classical result of MacNaughton [32] established that the expressive power of
deterministic MA (DMA) is equal to the expressive power of non-deterministic MA
(NDMA) which is also equal to the expressive power of non-deterministic BA (NDBA).
There is also a characterization of the languages accepted by MA by means of the
“!-Kleene closure” which we give now the de.nition:
Denition 2.2. For any family L of .nitary languages over the alphabet , the !-
Kleene closure of L, is
!-KC(L) =
{
n⋃
i=1
Ui:V!i =Ui; Vi ∈ L;∀i ∈ [1; n]
}
:
Theorem 2.3. For any !-language L; the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) L belongs to !-KC(REG); where REG is the class of (9nitary) regular languages.
(2) There exists a DMA that accepts L.
(3) There exists a MA that accepts L.
(4) There exists a BA that accepts L.
An !-language L satisfying one of the conditions of the above theorem is called
an !-regular language. The class of !-regular languages will be denoted by REG!.
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We now de.ne the pushdown machines and the classes of !-context-free
languages.
Denition 2.4. A pushdown machine (PDM) is a 6-tuple M =(K; ; *; ; q0; Z0), where
K is a .nite set of states,  is a .nite input alphabet, * is a .nite pushdown alpha-
bet, q0 ∈K is the initial state, Z0 ∈* is the start symbol, and  is a mapping from
K × (∪{})×* to .nite subsets of K ×*?.
If ,∈*+ describes the pushdown store content, the leftmost symbol will be assumed
to be on “top” of the store. A con.guration of a PDM is a pair (q; ,) where q∈K and
,∈*?.
For a∈∪{}, ,; -∈*? and Z ∈*, if (p; -) is in (q; a; Z), then we write a : (q; Z,)
→M (p; -,).
→?M is the transitive and rePexive closure of →M . (The subscript M will be omitted
whenever the meaning remains clear).
Let = a1a2 : : : an : : : be an !-word over . An in.nite sequence of con.gurations
r=(qi; ,i)i¿1 is called a run of M on , starting in con.guration (p; ,), iJ:
(1) (q1; ,1)= (p; ,).
(2) For each i¿1, there exists bi ∈∪{} satisfying bi : (qi; ,i) →M (qi+1; ,i+1) such
that either a1a2 : : : an : : : = b1b2 : : : bn : : : or b1b2 : : : bn : : : is a .nite pre.x of
a1a2 : : : an : : :
The run r is said to be complete when a1a2 : : : an : : : = b1b2 : : : bn : : :
As for FSM , for every such run, In(r) is the set of all states entered in.nitely often
during run r.
A complete run r of M on , starting in con.guration (q0; Z0), will be simply called
“a run of M on ”.
Denition 2.5. A B<uchi pushdown automaton (BPDA) is a 7-tuple M =(K; ; *; ; q0;
Z0; F) where M ′=(K; ; *; ; q0; Z0) is a PDM and F ⊆K is the set of .nal states.
The !-language accepted by M is L(M)= {∈!=there exists a complete run r of
M on  such that In(r)∩F = ∅}.
Denition 2.6. A Muller pushdown automaton (MPDA) is a 7-tuple M =(K; ; *; ; q0;
Z0; F) where M ′=(K; ; *; ; q0; Z0) is a PDM and F ⊆ 2K is the collection of desig-
nated state sets.
The !-language accepted by M is L(M)= {∈!=there exists a complete run r of
M on  such that In(r)∈F}.
Remark 2.7. We consider here two acceptance conditions for !-words, the B<uchi and
the Muller acceptance conditions, respectively, denoted 2-acceptance and 3-acceptance
in [28] and in [10] and (inf ;) and (inf ;=) in [41].
Cohen and Gold, and independently Linna, established a characterization theorem
for !-CFL:
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Theorem 2.8. Let CFL be the class of context-free (9nitary) languages. Then for
any !-language L the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) L∈!-KC(CFL).
(2) There exists a BPDA that accepts L.
(3) There exists a MPDA that accepts L.
In [9] are also studied the !-languages generated by !-context free grammars and it
is shown that each of the conditions (1)–(3) of the above theorem is also equivalent
to: (4) L is generated by a context free grammar G by leftmost derivations. These
grammars are also studied in [34, 35].
Then we can let the following de.nition:
Denition 2.9. An !-language is an !-context free language (!-CFL) iJ it satis.es
one of the conditions of the above theorem.
Unlike the case of .nite automata, deterministic MPDA do not de.ne the same class
of !-languages as non deterministic MPDA. Let us now de.ne deterministic pushdown
machines.
Denition 2.10. A PDM M =(K; ; *; ; q0; Z0) is said deterministic (DPDM) iJ for
each q∈K; Z ∈*, and a∈:
1. (q; a; Z) contains at most one element,
2. (q; ; Z) contains at most one element, and
3. if (q; ; Z) is non-empty, then (q; a; Z) is empty for all a∈.
It turned out that the class of !-languages accepted by deterministic BPDA is strictly
included into the class of !-languages accepted by deterministic MPDA. Let us denote
DCFL! this latest class, the class of omega deterministic context free languages (!-
DCFL), and DCFL the class of deterministic context free (.nitary) languages. Then
recall the following:
Proposition 2.11. 1: DCFL! is closed under complementation; but not under union;
neither under intersection.
2: DCFL! ( !-KC(DCFL)( CFL! (these inclusions are strict).
Remark 2.12. If M is a deterministic pushdown machine, then for every ∈!, there
exists at most one run r of M on  determined by the starting con.guration. The
DPDM has the continuity property iJ for every ∈!, there exists a unique run of M
on  and this run is complete. It is shown in [10] that each !-language accepted by a
DBPDA (respectively DMPDA) can be accepted by a DBPDA (respectively DMPDA)
with the continuity property. So we shall assume now that all DPDA have the continuity
property.
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3. Topology
We assume the reader to be familiar with basic notions of topology which may be
found in [29, 27].
Topology is an important tool for the study of !-languages, and leads to character-
ization of several classes of !-languages.
For a .nite alphabet X , we consider X! as a topological space with the Cantor
topology. The open sets of X! are the sets in the form W:X!, where W ⊆X?. A set
L⊆X! is a closed set iJ its complement X! − L is an open set. The class of open
sets of X! will be denoted by G or by 01 . The class of closed sets will be denoted
by F or by 01 . Closed sets are characterized by the following:
Proposition 3.1. A set L⊆X! is a closed set of X! i< for every ∈X!; [∀n¿1;
∃u∈X! such that (1) : : : (n):u∈L] implies that ∈L.
De.ne now the next classes of the Borel Hierarchy:
Denition 3.2. The classes 0n and 
0
n of the Borel Hierarchy on the topological space
X! are de.ned as follows:
01 is the class of open sets of X
!.
01 is the class of closed sets of X
!.
02 or G is the class of countable intersections of open sets of X
!.
02 or F is the class of countable unions of closed sets of X
!.
03 or G is the class of countable unions of 
0
2 -subsets of X
!.
03 or F is the class of countable intersections of 
0
2 subsets of X
!.
And for any integer n¿1:
0n+1 is the class of countable unions of 
0
n -subsets of X
!.
0n+1 is the class of countable intersections of 
0
n -subsets of X
!.
Recall some basic results about these classes:
Proposition 3.3 (Moschovakis [33]). (a) 0n ∪0n ( 0n+1 ∩0n+1; for each integer n¿1.
(b) A set W ⊆X! is in the class 0n if and only if its complement W− is in the
class 0n .
(c) 0n −0n = ∅ and 0n − 0n = ∅ hold for each integer n¿1.
We shall say that a subset of X! is a Borel set of rank 1 iJ it is in 01 ∪01 and
that it is a Borel set of rank n¿2 iJ it is in 0n ∪0n but not in 0n−1 ∪0n−1.
Remark 3.4. The hierarchy de.ned above is the hierarchy of Borel sets of .nite rank.
The Borel Hierarchy is also de.ned for trans.nite levels but this will not be useful in
the sequel. It may be found in [33, 29].
There is a nice characterization of 02-subsets of X
!. First de.ne the notion of W:
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Denition 3.5. For W ⊆X?, let: W= {∈X!=∃!i such that [i]∈W}. (∈W iJ
 has in.nitely many pre.xes in W ).
Then we can state the following proposition:
Proposition 3.6. A subset L of X! is a 02 -subset of X
! i< there exists a set W ⊆X?
such that L=W.
Landweber studied .rst the topological properties of !-regular languages. He proved
that every !-regular language is a boolean combination of G-sets and he also charac-
terized the !-regular languages in each of the Borel classes F;G;F;G, and showed
that one can decide, for an eJectively given !-regular language L, whether L is in
F;G;F, or G.
It turned out that an !-regular language is in the class G iJ it is accepted by a
DBA.
Introduce now the Wadge Hierarchy:
Denition 3.7. For E⊆X! and F ⊆Y!, E is said Wadge reducible to F (E6WF) iJ
there exists a continuous function f : X!→Y!, such that E=f−1(F).
E and F are Wadge equivalent iJ E6WF and F6WE. This will be denoted by
E ≡W F . And we shall say that E¡WF iJ E6WF but not F6WE.
The relation 6W is rePexive and transitive, and ≡W is an equivalence relation.
The equivalence classes of ≡W are called wadge degrees.
WH is the class of Borel subsets of .nite rank of a set X!, where X is a .nite set,
equipped with 6W and with ≡W .
For E⊆X! and F ⊆Y!, if E6WF and E=f−1(F) where f is a continuous func-
tion from X! into Y!, then f is called a continuous reduction of E to F . Intuitively it
means that E is less complicated than F because to check whether x∈E it suQces to
check whether f(x)∈F where f is a continuous function. Hence the Wadge degree of
an !-language, which will be precisely de.ned below, is a measure of its topological
complexity.
Remark 3.8. In the above de.nition, we consider that a subset E⊆X! is given to-
gether with the alphabet X .
Then, we can de.ne the Wadge class of a set F :
Denition 3.9. Let F be a subset of X!. The wadge class of F is [F] de.ned by:
[F] = {E=E⊆Y! for a .nite alphabet Y and E6WF}.
Recall that each Borel class 0n and 
0
n is a Wadge class.
And that a set F ⊆X! is a 0n (respectively 0n )-complete set iJ for any set E⊆Y!,
E is in 0n (respectively 
0
n ) iJ E6WF .
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0n (respectively 
0
n)-complete sets are thoroughly characterized in [40].
There is a close relationship between Wadge reducibility and games which we now
introduce. De.ne .rst the Wadge game W (A; B) for A⊆X!A and B⊆X!B :
Denition 3.10. The Wadge game W (A; B) is a game with perfect information between
two players, player 1 who is in charge of A and player 2 who is in charge of B.
Player 1 .rst writes a letter a1 ∈XA, then player 2 writes a letter b1 ∈XB, then player
1 writes a letter a2 ∈XA, and so on : : :
The two players alternatively write letters an of XA for player 1 and bn of XB for
player 2.
After ! steps, the player 1 has written an !-word a∈X!A and player 2 has written
an !-word b∈X!B .
Player 2 is allowed to skip, even in.nitely often, provided he really write an !-word
in ! steps.
The player 2 wins the play iJ [a∈A↔ b∈B], i.e. iJ [(a∈A and b∈B) or (a =∈A
and b =∈B and b is in9nite)].
Recall that a strategy for player 1 is a function  : (XB ∪{s})?→XA. And a strategy
for player 2 is a function f : X+A →XB ∪{s}.
 is a winning strategy (w.s.) for player 1 iJ he always wins a play when he uses
the strategy , i.e. when the nth letter he writes is given by an= (b1 : : : bn−1), where
bi is the letter written by player 2 at step i and bi = s if player 2 skips at step i.
A winning strategy for player 2 is de.ned in a similar manner.
Martin’s Theorem states that every Gale–Stewart Game G(X ) (see Section 9 below
for more details), with X a borel set, is determined and this implies the following:
Theorem 3.11 (Wadge). Let A⊆X!A and B⊆X!B be two Borel sets; where XA and XB
are at most countable alphabets. Then the Wadge game W (A; B) is determined: one
of the two players has a winning strategy. And A6WB i< the player 2 has a winning
strategy in the game W (A; B).
Recall that a set X is well ordered by a binary relation ¡ iJ ¡ is a linear order
on X and there is not any strictly decreasing (for ¡) in.nite sequence of elements
in X .
Theorem 3.12 (Wadge). Up to the complement and ≡W ; the class of Borel subsets
of 9nite rank of X!; for X a 9nite alphabet; is a well ordered hierarchy. There is
an ordinal |WH |; called the length of the hierarchy; and a map d0W from WH onto
|WH |; such that for all A; B∈WH :
d0WA¡d
0
WB↔A¡WB
and
d0WA=d
0
WB↔ [A ≡W B or A ≡W B−]:
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Remark 3.13. We do not give here the ordinal |WH |. Details may be found in [15].
It is natural to ask for the restriction of the Wadge Hierarchy to !-regular languages.
In fact there is an eJective version of the Wadge Hierarchy restricted to !-regular
languages:
Theorem 3.14 (Corollary of B<uchi–Landweber’s Theorem [7]). For A and B some !-
regular sets; one can e<ectively decide which player has a w.s. in the game W (A; B)
and the winner has a w.s. given by a transducer.
The hierarchy obtained on !-regular languages is now called the Wagner hierarchy
and has length !!. Wagner [47] gave an automata structure characterization, based on
notion of chain and superchain, for an automaton to be in a given class. And one can
also compute the Wadge degree of any !-regular language. Wilke and Yoo proved in
[49] that this can be done in polynomial time. The Wagner hierarchy is also recently
studied in [11, 12, 38].
4. Deterministic omega context-free languages
We now study topological properties of the languages in DCFL!. These are boolean
combination of G sets. Cohen and Gold proved that one can decide whether an ef-
fectively given !-DCFL in an open or a closed set [9]. Linna characterized the !-
languages accepted by DBPDA as the G languages in DCFL! and proved in [31]
that one can decide whether an eJectively given !-DCFL is a G or a F set.
We give an essentially diJerent proof of these results, which is heavily based on a
recent result of Walukiewicz [48], and which leads to a much .ner result:
Not only one can decide whether an eJectively given !-DCFL A (given by a
DMPDA accepting A) is in the Borel class F;G;G or F, but one can decide whether
A is in the wadge class of any !-regular language B.
Let A⊆X!A be an !-DCFL given by a DMPDA A=(QA; XA; *A; A; qA;0; ZA;0; FA)
and B⊆X!B be an !-regular language accepted by a DMA B=(QB; XB; B; qB;0; FB).
We de.ne the set C ⊆ (XA ∪XB ∪{s})! by:
For = a1b1a2b2a3b3 : : : ∈ (XA ∪XB ∪{s})!, let a= a1a2a3 : : : and b= b1b2b3 : : : and
(b=s)= b where letters s are removed.
Then ∈C iJ [(a =∈A or (b=s) =∈B) and (a∈A or (b=s) is a .nite word or (b=s)∈B)].
And  =∈C iJ [(a∈A and (b=s)∈B) or (a =∈A and (b=s) is an in.nite word and
(b=s) =∈B)].
The Gale–Stewart game G(C) is de.ned as followed:
Player 1 writes a letter a1 ∈XA, then player 2 writes a letter b1 ∈XB ∪{s} (s for
skip), then player 1 writes a letter a2 ∈XA, and player 2 writes a letter b2 ∈XB ∪{s}: : :
After ! steps, the two players have composed an in.nite word:
∈ (XA ∪XB ∪{s})!, and player 2 wins the play iJ  =∈C.
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We easily see that player 2 has a w.s. in the Wadge game W (A; B) iJ he has a w.s.
in the game G(C).
It is now easy to show that C is accepted by a deterministic Muller pushdown
automaton C: C is essentially the product of the two machines A and B, where
suitable accepting conditions are chosen. (The exact de.nition of these conditions is
left to the reader).
In a recent paper, Walukiewicz proved that in a pushdown game, one of the two
players has a w.s., given by a pushdown transducer which is eJectively constructible
[48]. He considered pushdown games where each of the two players alternatively plays
a move in the graph of con.gurations of a deterministic pushdown automaton.
This result implies that in our game G(C), one of the two players has a w.s. and
this strategy is eJectively constructible.
So we can decide which player has a w.s. in the game W (A; B), i.e. whether A6WB.
With a similar construction, we see that one can decide whether B6W A.
When this result is applied with B a 02 complete !-regular set, for example,
B= {∈{0; 1}!= there are in.nitely many letters 1 in } [40], one can decide whether
an eJectively given !-DCFL is a G set.
The same result holds for the classes F;G;F, because there are some 01 (respec-
tively 01;
0
2)-complete !-regular sets [40].
But when we apply this result to an !-regular set B, we can decide whether A is
in the wadge class of B. And we can decide whether B≡W A, because we can decide
whether A6WB and B6WA.
5. Decision problems for !-CFL
We shall say that an !-CFL A is eJectively given when a MPDA accepting A is
given.
We shall say that an !-DCFL A is eJectively given when a DMPDA accepting A
is given.
We now state some undecidability results. Remark that some of these results are not
new, but we shall reprove them in order to rely on this proof in the sequel.
Theorem 5.1. Let  be an alphabet having at least two letters. It is undecidable; for
some e<ectively given !-context-free languages A and B in !; whether:
(1) A ∩ B is empty.
(2) A ∩ B is in9nite.
(3) A ∩ B has the continuum power.
(4) A− is in9nite.
(5) A− has the continuum power.
(6) A=!.
Proof. Let us .rst return to the Post correspondence Theorem:
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Theorem 5.2. Let * be an alphabet having at least two elements. Then it is unde-
cidable to determine; for arbitrary n-tuples (x1; : : : ; xn) and (y1; : : : ; yn) of non-empty
words in *?; whether there exists a non-empty sequence of indices i1; : : : ; ik such that
xi1 : : : xik =yi1 : : : yik .
Let then *= {a; b} and x; y some n-tuples of non-empty words of *?.
Let L(x): c=LX = {baik : : : bai1cxi1 : : : xik c=k¿1; 16ij6n for j∈ [1; k]}, where c =∈*
and =*∪{c}.
It is well known that L(x) is a deterministic context free language [24], and so is
LX . Then L!X is an !-CFL, and L
!
Y is also an !-CFL.
Remark that L!X is a G-subset of 
!, because L!X =
⋂
n¿1 L
n
X :
!.
L!X ∩L!Y is non-empty iJ [∃i1; : : : ; ik ; with k¿1, such that xi1 : : : xik =yi1 : : : yik ] iJ
[L!X ∩L!Y is in.nite] iJ [L!X ∩L!Y has the continuum power].
These assertions are undecidable, because of the Post Theorem.
Let : be the morphism {a; b; c}?→{a; b}? de.ned by: a→ bab, b→ ba2b, c→ ba3b.
: transforms L!X into an !-CFL :(L
!
X )= [:(LX )]
!, because the family CFL is closed
under morphism.
:(L!X ) codes with two letters the language L
!
X . And the same holds for L
!
Y . Then (1)
–(3) of the theorem are proved.
To prove (4), now consider the !-language ! − (L!X ∩L!Y ) = (L!X )− ∪ (L!Y )−. We
shall .rst prove that (L!X )
−=! − (L!X ) is an !-CFL. For that prove the
following:
Lemma 5.3 (Ginsburg [24]). With the above notations L=L(x)−∩{a; b}?c{a; b}? is
a context free language.
This language L is the union of L1 and L2, where L1 =L′1: c:{a; b}?, L′1 being the
complement in {a; b}? of {baik : : : bai1 =k¿1; 16ij6n}.
This set is rational, therefore L′1 is also rational and by concatenation product, L1 is
also rational.
Now de.ne L2, following [24]:
For each non-empty word w∈{a; b}?, we de.ne:
D(w)= {u = =u∈{a; b}?; |u|¡|w|}, and
J (w)= {u = =u∈{a; b}?; u =w and |u|= |w|}
Then for each n-tuple w=(w1; : : : ; wn) of non-empty words, we let:
M (w) = c{a; b}?{a; b} ∪ b{a; b}?c ∪ ⋃16i6n⋃u∈D(wi)(baicu ∪ baib{a; b}? cu) ∪⋃
16i6n
⋃
u∈J (wi)(ba
ic{a; b}?u∪ baib{a; b}?c{a; b}?u).
M (x) is a rational language, because each set D(wi) and J (wi) is .nite.
Let the substitution h : {a; b; c}?→P({a; b; c}?) de.ned by a→{a}, b→{b}, and
c→M (x), and let L2 = h(L(x)).
The class CFL being closed under substitution, L(x) and M (x), (and also
{a} and {b}) being CFL, the language L2 is context free.
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L2 contains {baik : : : bai1cw=w = xi1 : : : xik ; w∈{a; b}?}, and L2⊆L(x)− ∩{a; b}?
c{a; b}?. Then L1 ∪L2 =L(x)− ∩{a; b}?c{a; b}?, and this language, union of two
CFL, is a CFL.
Now consider (L!X )
−= [L(x): c]?:L:c:! ∪C.n, where C.n = {∈!= contains only
a .nite number of c}.
C.n is an !-regular language then it is an !-CFL.
[L(x): c]?:L:c is a context-free language because the class CFL is closed under
star operation and concatenation product, so [L(x): c]?:L:c:! is an !-CFL. The class
CFL! is closed under union [9], then (L!X )
− is an !-CFL, and so is (L!Y )
−.
Therefore the union (L!X )
− ∪ (L!Y )− =(L!X ∩ L!Y )− is also an !-CFL. Denote it by
LX;Y . Then it holds that
(LX;Y )−=(L!X ∩ L!Y ):
But we have proved that one cannot decide whether (L!X ∩L!Y ) is empty, in.nite, or
has the continuum power. Hence, one cannot decide whether the !-language (LX;Y )−
is empty (i.e. LX;Y =!), in.nite or has the continuum power. Then (4)–(6) of the
theorem are proved for an alphabet having three letters.
To prove these results for an alphabet having two letters, consider the above mor-
phism :. Then
{a; b}! − (:[L!X ] ∩ :[L!Y ]) = ({a; b}! − :({a; b; c}!))
∪(:({a; b; c}!)− (:[L!X ] ∩ :[L!Y ])):
But {a; b}! − :({a; b; c}!) is an !-regular language therefore it is an !-CFL. And
:({a; b; c}!)− (:[L!X ]∩ :[L!Y ])= :[{a; b; c}! − (L!X ∩L!Y )]= :[LX;Y ]. Then, it is also an
!-CFL because the family CFL! is closed under -free morphism [9]. Then, the union
{a; b}! − (:[L!X ]∩ :[L!Y ]) is an !-CFL. Denote
TX;Y = {a; b}! − (:[L!X ] ∩ :[L!Y ]):
Items (4)–(6) of the theorem then follow from (1)–(3) already proved, because
(TX;Y )−=(:[L!X ]∩ :[L!Y ]) and then one cannot decide whether the complement of the
!-CFL TX;Y over the alphabet {a; b} is empty (i.e. TX;Y = {a; b}!), in.nite or has the
continuum power.
Remark 5.4. We have de.ned LX;Y =(L!X ∩L!Y )−. This !-language is an !-CFL.
And one cannot decide whether LX;Y =!. Two cases may happen. In the .rst case
LX;Y =! and then it is an open and closed set. In the second case, we shall prove
in Section 7 that LX;Y is neither open nor closed in ! and we shall deduce fur-
ther undecidability results about the topological complexity of omega context-free
languages.
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6. Operation “exponentiation of sets”
Wadge gave .rst a description of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets [46]. Duparc
recently got a new proof of Wadge’s results and he gave a normal form of Borel sets,
i.e. an inductive construction of a Borel set of every given degree [13, 15]. His proof
relies on set theoretic operations which are the counterpart of arithmetical operations
over ordinals needed to compute the Wadge degrees.
In fact, Duparc studied the Wadge hierarchy via the study of the conciliating hierar-
chy. He introduced in [13, 15] conciliating sets which are sets of .nite or in.nite words
over an alphabet X , i.e. subsets of X? ∪X!=X6!. It turned out that the conciliating
hierarchy is isomorphic to the Wadge hierarchy of non-self dual Borel sets, via the
following correspondence:
For A⊆X6!A and d a letter not in XA, de.ne
Ad = {x ∈ (XA ∪ {d})!=x(=d) ∈ A};
where x(=d) is the sequence obtained from x when removing every occurrence of the
letter d.
The set theoretic operations are then de.ned over concilating sets. We shall only
need in this paper the operation of exponentiation. We .rst recall the following:
Denition 6.1. Let XA be a .nite alphabet and  =∈XA, let X =XA ∪{}. Let x be
a .nite or in.nite word over the alphabet X =XA ∪{}.
Then x is inductively de.ned by
 = ,
For a .nite word u∈ (XA ∪{})?:
(u:a)= u:a, if a∈XA,
(u:)= u with its last letter removed if |u|¿0,
(u:)=  if |u|=0,
and for u in.nite:
(u)= limn∈! (u[n]), where, given -n and u in X?A ,
u  limn∈! -n↔∃n∀p¿n -p[|u|] = u.
Remark 6.2. For x∈X!; x denotes the string x, once every  occurring in x has
been “evaluated” to the back space operation (the one familiar to your computer!),
proceeding from left to right inside x. In other words, x= x from which every interval
of the form “a” (a∈XA) is removed.
For example, if u=(a)n, for n¿1, u=(a)! or u=(a)! then (u)= ,
if u=(ab)! then (u)= a!,
if u= bb( a)! then (u)= b.
We can now de.ne the operation A→A∼ of exponentiation of conciliating sets:
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Denition 6.3. For A⊆X6!A and  =∈XA, let X =XA ∪{} and A∼=
{x∈ (XA ∪{})6!=x ∈A}.
The operation ∼ is monotone with regard to the Wadge ordering and produce some
sets of higher complexity, in the following sense:
Theorem 6.4 (Duparc [15]). (a) For A⊆X6!A and B⊆X6!B ; Ad and Bd borel sets;
Ad6WBd↔ (A∼)d6W (B∼)d.
(b) If Ad⊆ (XA ∪{d})! is a 0n-complete (respectively 0n -complete) set ( for an
integer n¿1); then (A∼)d is a 0n+1-complete (respectively 
0
n+1-complete) set.
(c) If A⊆X!A is a 0n-complete set ( for an integer n¿2); then (A∼) is a 0n+1-
complete set.
Remark 6.5. (c) of preceding theorem follows (b) because whenever A⊆X!A is a
0n -complete set (for an integer n¿2); then A
d is also a 0n -complete set.
And because whenever, for A⊆X!A ; Ad⊆ (XA ∪{d})! is a 0n-complete set (for an
integer n¿3); then A is also a 0n -complete set.
This property will be useful only in Section 8 when we study the !-powers of
.nitary languages.
We now prove that the class CFL! is closed under this operation ∼.
Theorem 6.6. Whenever A⊆X!A is an !-CFL; then A∼⊆ (XA ∪{})! is an !-CFL.
Proof. An !-word ∈A∼ may be considered as an !-word  ∈A to which we
possibly add, before the .rst letter (1) of  (respectively between two consecutive
letters (n) and (n+ 1) of ), a .nite word v1 (respectively vn+1) where:
vn+1 belongs to the context free (.nitary) language L3 generated by the context free
grammar with the following production rules:
S→ aS  S with a∈XA,
S→ a S with a∈XA,
S→  ( being the empty word).
this language L3 corresponds to words where every letter of XA has been removed
after using the back space operation.
And v1 belongs to the .nitary language L4 = ()?:(L3:()?)?. This language cor-
responds to words where every letter of XA has been removed after using the back
space operation and this operation maybe has been used also when there was not any
letter to erase. L4 is a context-free language because the class CFL is closed under star
operation and concatenation product.
Remark 6.7. Recall that a one counter automaton is a pushdown automaton with a
pushdown alphabet in the form *= {Z0; z} where Z0 is the bottom symbol and always
remains at the bottom of the pushdown store. And a one counter language is a (.nitary)
language which is accepted by a one counter automaton by .nal states. It is easy to
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see that in fact L3 and L4 are deterministic one-counter languages, i.e. L3 and L4 are
accepted by deterministic one-counter automata. And for a∈XA, the language L3:a is
also accepted by a deterministic one-counter automaton.
Then, we can state the following:
Lemma 6.8. Whenever A⊆X!A ; the !-language A∼⊆ (XA ∪{})! is obtained by
substituting in A the language L3:a for each letter a∈XA; where L3 is the CFL
de9ned above; and then making a left concatenation by the language L4.
Let now A be an !-CFL given by A=
⋃n
i= 1 Ui:V
!
i where Ui and Vi are context
free languages. Then A∼=
⋃n
i=1(L4:U
′
i ):V
′!
i , where U
′
i (respectively V
′
i ) is obtained
by substituting the language L3:a to each letter a∈XA in Ui (respectively Vi).
The class CFL is closed under substitution, so U ′i and V
′
i are CFL, and so is the
language (L4:U ′i ) by concatenation product. Hence the !-language A
∼ is an !-CFL
because !-KC(CFL)⊆CFL!.
Proposition 6.9. From a MPDA accepting the !-language A⊆X!A ; one can e<ectively
construct a MPDA which accepts the !-language A∼⊆ (XA ∪{})!.
Proof. Let A be an !-CFL which is accepted by a Muller pushdown automaton
M =(K; XA; *; ; q0; Z0; F). The !-language accepted by M is L(M)=A= {∈X!A =there
exists a complete run r of M on  such that In(r)∈F}.
We shall construct another MPDA M∼ which accepts the !-language A∼ over the
alphabet X =XA ∪{}.
Describe .rst informally the behaviour of the machine M∼ when it reads an !-
word ∈A∼. Recall that this word may be considered as an !-word  ∈A to which
we possibly add, before the .rst letter (1) of  (respectively between two con-
secutive letters (n) and (n + 1) of ), a .nite word v1 (respectively vn+1)
where v1 belongs to the context-free language L4 and vn+1 belongs to the context-free
language L3.
M∼ starts the reading as a pushdown automaton accepting the language L4. Then
M∼ begins to read as M , but at any moment of the computation it may guess (using
the non-determinism) that it reads a .nite segment v of L3 which will be erased (using
the eraser ). It reads v using an additional stack letter E which permits to simulate
a one counter automaton at the top of the stack while keeping the memory of the
stack of M . Then, after the reading of v, M∼ simulates again the machine M and
so on.
More formally, M∼=(K∼; XA ∪{}; *∪{E}; ∼; q′0; Z0; F∼), where
K∼ = K ∪ {q′0} ∪ {q1=q ∈ K}
q′0 is a new state not in K
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E is a new letter not in *
F∼ = {P⊆K∼=P ∩ K ∈ F}
and the transition relation ∼ is de.ned by the following cases (where the transition
rules (a)–(d) are used to simulate a pushdown automaton accepting L4 and the MPDA
M∼ enters in a state q1, for q∈K , when it simulates a one counter automaton accepting
L3):
(a) ∼(q′0;; Z0)= (q
′
0; Z0).
(b) (q′0; EZ0)∈ ∼(q′0; a; Z0) for each a∈XA.
(c) ∼(q′0;; E)= (q
′
0; ).
(d) ∼(q′0; a; E)= (q
′
0; EE) for each a∈XA.
(e) (q; ?)∈ ∼(q′0; a; Z0) iJ (q; ?)∈ (q0; a; Z0) for each a∈XA ∪{} and ?∈*? and
q∈K .
(f) (q′; ?)∈ ∼(q; a; ,) iJ (q′; ?)∈ (q; a; ,) for each a∈XA ∪{} and ,∈* and ?∈*?
and q; q′ ∈K .
(g) (q1; E,)∈ ∼(q; a; ,) for each a∈XA and ,∈* and q∈K .
(h) ∼(q1; a; E)= (q1; EE) for each a∈XA and q∈K .
(i) ∼(q1;; E)= (q1; ).
(j) (q′; ?)∈ ∼(q1; a; ,) iJ (q′; ?)∈ (q; a; ,) for each a∈XA and ,∈* and ?∈*?
and q; q′ ∈K .
(k) (q1; E,)∈ ∼(q1; a; ,) for each a∈XA and ,∈* and q∈K .
Consider now subsets of X6! in the form A∪B, where A is a .nitary context free
language and B is an !-CFL. Remark that A and B should not be accepted by the
same pushdown automaton (but it may be). Prove then the following.
Proposition 6.10. If C =A∪B; where A is a 9nitary context free language and B is
an !-CFL over the same alphabet XA=XB; then C∼ is also the union of a 9nitary
context free language and an !-CFL over the alphabet XA ∪{}.
Proof. It is easy to see from the de.nition of the operation of exponentiation of sets
that if C =A∪B then: C∼=A∼ ∪B∼.
But if B is an !-CFL over XB=XA, then by Theorem 6.6 B∼ is an !-CFL D1.
Consider now the set A∼: This subset of (XA ∪{})6! is constituted of .nite and
in.nite words. Let h be the substitution: X →P((XA ∪{})?) de.ned by a→ a:L3
where L3 is the context free language de.ned above. Then it is easy to see that the
.nite words are obtained by substituting in A the language a:L3 for each letter a∈XA
and concatenating on the left by the language L4.
But CFL is closed under substitution and concatenation [3], then this language is a
context-free .nitary language D2.
The in.nite words in A∼ constitutes the !-language
D2:(L3 − {})! if  =∈A, and
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D2:(L3 − {})! ∪ (L4 − {})! if ∈A,
The languages L4−{} and L3−{} are context free, thus the set of in.nite words
in A∼ is an !-CFL D3 because !-KC(CFL)⊆CFL! by Theorem 2.8. Then:
A∼ = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ D3:
But CFL! is closed under union hence D1 ∪D3 is an !-CFL. This ends the proof.
Proposition 6.11. (a) If A⊆? is a context free language; then Ad is an !-CFL.
(b) If A⊆! is an !-CFL; then Ad is an !-CFL.
(c) If A is the union of a 9nitary context free language and of an !-CFL over the
same alphabet ; then Ad is an !-CFL over the alphabet ∪{d}.
Proof of (a). Let A⊆? be a .nitary context-free language. Substitute .rst the lan-
guage (d?):a for each letter a∈. In such a way we obtain another .nitary context-free
language A′ because CFL is closed under substitution and the languages (d?):a are
context free. Indeed Ad=A′:d! hence Ad is an !-CFL because !-KC(CFL)⊆CFL!
by Theorem 2.8.
Proof of (b). Let A⊆! be an !-CFL. The !-language Ad is obtained from A by
substituting the language (d?):a for each letter a∈ in the words of A. But the class
CFL! is closed under -free context-free substitution [9], hence Ad is an !-CFL.
Proof of (c). Let A and B be subsets of 6! for a .nite alphabet . Then, we easily
see that if C =A∪B; Cd=Ad ∪Bd holds. (c) is now an easy consequence of (a) and
(b) because CFL! is closed under union.
7. Topological properties of !-CFL
From preceding theorems we .rst deduce that the !-CFL exhaust the hierarchy of
Borel sets of .nite rank.
Theorem 7.1. For each non-negative integer n¿1; there exist 0n -complete !-CFL An
and 0n -complete !-CFL Bn.
Proof. For n=1 consider the 01-complete !-regular language
A1 = {@∈{0; 1}!=∃i @(i)= 1}
and the 01 -complete !-regular language
B1 = {@∈{0; 1}!=∀i @(i)= 0}.
These languages are omega context-free languages because REG!⊆CFL!.
Now consider the 02-complete !-regular language
A2 = {@∈{0; 1}!=∃¡!i @(i)= 1}
and the 02 -complete !-regular language
B2 = {@∈{0; 1}!=∃!i @(i)= 0},
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where ∃¡!i means: “there exist only .nitely many i such that : : :”, and
∃!i means: “there exist in.nitely many i such that : : :”.
A2 and B2 are omega context-free languages because they are !-regular languages.
To obtain omega context-free languages further in the Borel hierarchy, consider now
O1 (respectively C1) subsets of {0; 1}6! such that (O1)d (respectively (C1)d) are
01-complete (respectively 
0
1 -complete).
For example O1 = {x∈{0; 1}6!=∃i x(i)= 1} and C1 = {}.
We shall have to apply n¿1 times the operation of exponentiation of sets.
More precisely, we de.ne, for a set A⊆X6!A :
A∼:0 =A
A∼:1 =A∼ and
A∼: (n+1) = (A∼: n)∼.
Now apply n times (for an integer n¿1) the operation ∼ (with diJerent new letters
1; 2; 3; : : : ;n) to O1 and C1.
By Theorem 6.4, it holds that for an integer n¿1:
(O∼: n1 )
d is a 0n+1-complete subset of {0; 1;1; : : : ;n; d}!.
(C∼: n1 )
d is a 0n+1-complete subset of {0; 1;1; : : : ;n; d}!
and it is easy to see that O1 and C1 are in the form E ∪F where E is a .nitary
context-free language and F is an omega context-free language. Then it follows from
Propositions 6.10 and 6.11 that the !-languages (O∼: n1 )
d and (C∼: n1 )
d are context-
free. Hence the class CFL! exhausts the hierarchy of Borel sets of .nite rank: we
obtain the omega context-free languages An=(O
∼: (n−1)
1 )
d and Bn=(C
∼: (n−1)
1 )
d, for
n¿3.
This gives a partial answer to questions of Thomas and Lescow [29] about the
hierarchy of !-CFL: This hierarchy exhausts the hierarchy of Borel sets of .nite
rank.
A natural question now arises: Do the results of [28] extend to !-CFL? Unfortu-
nately, the answer is no. Cohen and Gold proved that one cannot decide whether an
!-CFL is in the class F;G; or G. We extend this result to all classes 
0
n and 
0
n , for
n an integer ¿1.
Theorem 7.2. Let n be an integer ¿1. Then it is undecidable whether an e<ectively
given !-CFL is in the class 0n (respectively 
0
n ).
Proof. Recall that, by Theorem 5.1, it is undecidable, for an eJectively given !-CFL
A over the alphabet , whether A=!.
More precisely, one cannot decide whether LX;Y =(L!X ∩L!Y )− is equal to !.
Whenever LX;Y =!, LX;Y is an open and closed subset of !. We shall prove the
following:
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Lemma 7.3. Whenever LX;Y = !; LX;Y is neither open nor closed in !.
Proof. Suppose LX;Y = !. Then (L!X ∩L!Y )= (LX ∩LY )! is non-empty, so there exists
a non-empty sequence of indices i1; : : : ; ik such that xi1 : : : xik =yi1 : : : yik , and (ba
ik : : : bai1
cxi1 : : : xik c)
! ∈ (LX ∩LY )!.
Then each sequence (i1 : : : ik)n, where n is an integer ¿1, gives another solution of
Post correspondence problem. For each n¿1, (baik : : : bai1 )n is a pre.x of an !-word
of (L!X ∩L!Y ).
So if (L!X ∩L!Y ) was closed, the in.nite word (baik : : : bai1 )! should be in (L!X ∩L!Y ).
This cannot happen because every word in (L!X ∩L!Y ) contains an in.nite number of
letters “c”.
Therefore (L!X ∩L!Y ) is not a closed set and LX;Y =(L!X ∩L!Y )− is not an open set.
Let us now prove that (L!X ∩L!Y ) is not an open subset of !. Otherwise, this set
should be V:!, for a set V ⊆?.
(L!X ∩L!Y ) is supposed to be non-empty, so V = ∅, and for v∈V , the word v:a!
should be in (L!X ∩L!Y ). This is again not possible because every word in (L!X ∩L!Y )
contains an in.nite number of letters “c”.
Then (L!X ∩L!Y ) is not open and LX;Y =(L!X ∩L!Y )− is not closed.
In order to apply precisely the results of Duparc, we have here to consider con-
ciliating sets, i.e. subsets of 6!, for some alphabet . Then, we shall prove the
following:
Lemma 7.4. (a) For each integer n¿1; the language ((LX;Y ∪?)∼: n)d is an omega
context free language.
(b) Whenever LX;Y =!; the language (LX;Y ∪?)d is neither open nor closed in
(∪{d})!.
(c) Whenever LX;Y =!; it holds that (LX;Y ∪?)d=(∪{d})!.
Proof of (a). The !-language LX;Y is context free (see the proof of Theorem 5.1) and
? is also a context-free language. Then (a) follows from the Propositions 6.10 and
6.11.
Proof of (b). To prove that whenever LX;Y =!, the language (LX;Y ∪?)d is neither
open nor closed in (∪{d})!, we use a similar method as for Lemma 7.3 with minor
modi.cations.
Proof of (c). LX;Y =! implies (LX;Y ∪?)d=(∪{d})! because of the de.nition
of A→Ad and then (LX;Y ∪?)d is open and closed in (∪{d})!.
Consider now as above O1 (respectively C1) subsets of {0; 1}6! such that (O1)d
(respectively (C1)d) are 
0
1-complete (respectively 
0
1 -complete):
For example, O1 = {x∈{0; 1}6!=∃i x(i)= 1} and C1 = {}.
We denote (LX;Y ∪?)=AX;Y .
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We cannot decide whether (AX;Y )d6W (O1)d neither whether (AX;Y )d6W (C1)d, be-
cause we cannot decide whether (AX;Y )d is open neither whether (AX;Y )d is closed.
Now apply the operation ∼; n times, to the sets AX;Y and O1 and C1.
Then by Theorem 6.4:
(a) (A∼: nX; Y )
d6W (O∼: n1 )
d↔ (AX;Y )d6W (O1)d.
(b) (A∼: nX; Y )
d6W (C∼: n1 )
d↔ (AX;Y )d6W (C1)d.
(c) (O∼: n1 )
d is 0n+1-complete.
(d) (C∼: n1 )
d is 0n+1-complete.
Therefore, for each n¿0, one cannot decide whether:
(a) (A∼: nX; Y )
d6W (O∼: n1 )
d i.e. (A∼: nX; Y )
d is in the class 0n+1.
(b) (A∼: nX; Y )
d6W (C∼: n1 )
d i.e. (A∼: nX; Y )
d is in the class 0n+1.
Remark 7.5. We can use standard construction methods to .nd a (non-deterministic)
Muller pushdown automaton AnX; Y which accepts the language (A∼: nX; Y )d, because from a
MPDA which accepts an !-language A, we can eJectively construct a MPDA which
accepts A∼.
And it is clear from the proof of Proposition 6.10 that if C =A∪B where A is
a .nitary language accepted by a pushdown automaton A and B is an !-language
accepted by a MPDA B, then we can construct a pushdown automaton A′ accepting
.nite words and a MPDA B′ such that C∼=L(A′)∪L(B′). And the operation A→Ad
is also eJective in the same manner from the proof of Proposition 6.11.
From the above proof, we can deduce that one cannot decide whether the intersection
of the two deterministic !-CFL L!X and L
!
Y is open (respectively closed):
Theorem 7.6. One cannot decide whether the intersection of two !-DCFL is open
(respectively closed).
Remark 7.7. The languages L!X and L
!
Y are in fact accepted by B<uchi deterministic
PDA.
In terms of [41], we can write the above result as:
It is undecidable whether the intersection of two eJectively given !-languages in
DPDA(inf;) is in DPDA(ran;) (respectively DPDA(ran;⊆)).
8. !-powers of nitary languages
The !-power of a language W ⊆X? is a fundamental operation over .nitary lan-
guages which leads to !-languages.
Whenever W is a regular language (respectively a CFL), then W! is an !-regular
language, (respectively an !-CFL).
The question of the topological complexity of W! naturally arises.
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When W is a regular language, W! is a boolean combination of G sets because it
is an !-regular set.
In order to study the topological complexity of W!, when W is a context free
language, we .rst introduce a variant of the de.nition of A∼:
Denition 8.1. For A⊆X6!A and  =∈ XA, let X =XA ∪{} and
A≈= {x∈ (XA ∪{})6!=x ∈A},
where x is inductively de.ned by
= .
For a .nite word u∈ (XA ∪{})?:
(u:a)= u:a, if a∈XA,
(u:)= u with its last letter removed if |u|¿0,
(u:) is unde.ned if |u|=0,
and for u in.nite:
(u)= limn∈! (u[n]), where, given -n and u in X?A ,
u  limn∈! -n↔∃n∀p¿n -p[|u|] = u.
The only diJerence is that here: (u:) is unde.ned if |u|=0. It is easy to see
(from Duparc’s proof [15]) that if A⊆X!A is a Borel set such that A =X!A , i.e. A− = ∅,
then A≈ is wadge equivalent to A∼ because:
(a) In the Wadge game W (A∼; A≈) the player in charge of A≈ has clearly a winning
strategy which consists in copying the play of the other player except if player 1
writes the eraser  but he has nothing to erase. In this case player 2 writes for
example a letter a∈XA and the eraser  at the next step of the play. Now if, in
! steps, player 1 has written the !-word @ and player 2 has written the !-word
-, it is easy to see that [@= -] and then @∈A∼ iJ -∈A≈. Thus, player 2 has
a winning strategy in the Wadge game W (A∼; A≈).
(b) Consider now the Wadge game W (A≈; A∼). The only extra possibility for the
player in charge of A≈ is to get out of the set A≈ by writing the eraser  when
in fact there is not any letter of his previous play to erase. But then his .nal play
is surely outside A≈.
If A =X!A , i.e. A− = ∅, then the player in charge of the set A∼ may write a word
in (A∼)−, (by playing the letter  to erase his previous play and then writing a
word in A−) then player 2 has a winning strategy in the Wadge game W (A≈; A∼).
Lemma 8.2. Whenever A⊆X!A is an !-power of a language LA; i.e. A=L!A ; then A≈
is also an !-power; i.e. there exists a (9nitary) language EA such that A≈=E!A .
Proof. Let h be the substitution: XA→P((XA ∪{})?) de.ned by a→L3:a where
L3 is the context-free language de.ned above. Then it is easy to see that now A≈
is obtained by substituting in A the language L3:a for each letter a∈XA. (We have
not here to consider the language L4 which appeared in the expression of A∼). Then
EA= h(LA).
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Recall now the de.nition of one counter automata and one counter (and iterated
counter) languages: A one counter automaton is a pushdown automaton with a push-
down alphabet in the form *= {Z0; z} where Z0 is the bottom symbol and always
remains at the bottom of the pushdown store. A one counter language is a (.nitary)
language which is accepted by a one counter automaton by .nal states. Let OCL be
the family of one counter languages. The family ICL of iterated counter languages
is the closure under substitution of the family OCL. It is also the class of (.nitary)
languages which are accepted by a pushdown automaton such that, during any com-
putation, the words in the pushdown store remain in a bounded language in the form
(zk)?; : : : ; (z2)?(z1)?Z0, where {Z0; z1; : : : ; zk} is the pushdown alphabet, [1]. We can
now state the following:
Theorem 8.3. For each integer n¿1; there exists a context free language Pn such
that P!n is a 
0
n -complete set.
In fact there is such a language in the subclass of iterated counter languages.
Proof. Let B1 = {∈{0; 1}!=∀i¿1 (i)= 0}= {0!}.
It is a 01-complete set of the form P
!
1 where P1 is the singleton containing the only
word 0.
Remark that P1 = {0} is a regular set thus a context free language.
Let then B2 = {@∈{0; 1}!=∃!i @(i)= 1} be the well known 02-complete regular !-
language. It holds that B2 = (0?:1:0?)!. Let P2 = (0?:1:0?). Then P2 is rational hence
context free and then h(P2)∈CFL and (h(P2))!=(P!2 )≈ is a 03-complete set by The-
orem 6.4.
Iterating this method n times, we easily obtain a context free language Pn+2 such
that (Pn+2)! is a 
0
n+2-complete set.
P1 and P2 are one counter languages because they are rational.
The languages L3a, for a∈XA, are one counter languages. Then for each integer
n¿1 the language Pn is an iterated counter language.
Remark 8.4. It is undecidable whether (LX ∩LY )! is open (respectively closed). Then,
it is undecidable, for eJectively given CFL L1 and L2, whether (L1 ∩L2)! is open
(respectively closed).
9. Gale–Stewart games
Recall the following:
Denition 9.1 (Gale and Stewart [23]). Let A⊆X!, where X is a .nite alphabet. The
game G(A) is a game with perfect information between two players, player 1 .rst writes
a letter a1 ∈X , then player 2 writes a letter b1 ∈X , then player 1 writes a2 ∈X , and so
on : : : After ! steps, the two players have composed a word = a1b1a2b2 : : : of X!.
Player 1 wins the play iJ ∈A, otherwise, player 2 wins the play.
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It follows from Martin’s Theorem that every Gale–Stewart game G(A), where A is
a Borel set, is determined, i.e. that one of the two players has a winning strategy.
And B<uchi–Landweber Theorem [7] states that whenever A is an !-regular language,
one can decide which player has a w.s. and one can eJectively construct a w.s. given
by a transducer.
Walukiewicz’s Theorem extends this result to deterministic pushdown automata [48].
The problem of the synthesis of winning strategies is of practical interest in computer
science, because the conditions of a Gale Stewart game may be seen as a speci.cation,
while the two players are respectively a non-terminating reactive program and the
“environment”.
The question of the eJective construction of w.s. is asked in [45, 29, 17].
We show here that for non deterministic !-CFL A, we cannot even decide which
player has a w.s.:
Theorem 9.2. For an e<ectively given closed !-CFL A; it is undecidable to determine
which player has a winning strategy in the Gale–Stewart game G(A).
Proof. We have shown in section 5 that one cannot decide whether the !-CFL LX;Y ,
over the alphabet , is equal to !.
Now de.ne the set BX;Y which is composed of the !-words = a1b1a2b2 : : : such
that b1b2 : : : is in LX;Y .
Consider the game G(BX;Y ).
If LX;Y =!, player 1 always wins the play, then he has an obvious w.s.
If LX;Y =!. Player 2 has a w.s. which consists in writing a word b1b2 : : : which is
not in LX;Y .
Then, we cannot decide which player has a w.s., because we cannot decide whether
LX;Y =! and it is easy to construct, from a MPDA accepting LX;Y , a MPDA ac-
cepting BX;Y .
The set LX;Y is a F-set, because its complement L!X ∩L!Y is a G-set, and we can
easily deduce that BX;Y is also a F-set.
With a slight modi.cation, we can show that this result remains true where we
consider only closed !-CFL.
For that we can replace L!X ∩L!Y by (LX ∩LY ):! and call its complement L′X;Y .
Then we can show, as in Section 5, that L′X;Y is an !-CFL, and that one cannot
decide whether L′X;Y =
!.
But now L′X;Y is a closed !-CFL, and we can associate a Gale–Stewart game
G(B′X;Y ), where B
′
X;Y is another closed !-CFL, and such that one cannot decide which
player has a w.s. in the game G(B′X;Y ).
10. Arithmetical properties
In this section, we shall deduce from the preceding proofs some results about !-
context free languages and the Arithmetical hierarchy.
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First recall the de.nition of the Arithmetical hierarchy of !-languages, [41].
Let X be a .nite alphabet. An !-language L⊆X! belongs to the class n if and
only if there exists a recursive relation RL⊆(N)n−1 × X? such that
L = { ∈ X!=∃a1 : : : Qnan (a1; : : : ; an−1; [an + 1]) ∈ RL};
where Qi is one of the quanti.ers ∀ or ∃ (not necessarily in an alternating order).
An !-language L⊆X! belongs to the class n if and only if its complement X! − L
belongs to the class n.
The inclusion relations that hold between the classes n and n are the same as for
the corresponding classes of the Borel hierarchy.
Proposition 10.1 (See Staiger [42]). (a) n ∪n ( n+1 ∩n+1; for each integer n¿1.
(b) A set W ⊆X! is in the class n if and only if its complement W− is in the
class n.
(c) n −n = ∅ and n − n = ∅ hold for each integer n¿1.
The classes n and n are strictly included in the respective classes 
0
n and 
0
n of
the Borel hierarchy:
Theorem 10.2 (See Staiger [42]). For each integer n¿1; n ( 0n and n ( 0n .
Remark that cardinality arguments suQce to show that the inclusions are strict.
We are now able to prove the following result:
Theorem 10.3. Let n be an integer ¿1. Then it is undecidable whether an e<ectively
given !-CFL is in the class n (respectively n).
Proof. Return to the proof of Theorem 7.2. Let n be an integer ¿1. We had found a
family of omega context free languages
(A∼:nX;Y )
d = ((LX;Y ∪ ?)∼:n)d
over the alphabet {a; b; c;1;2; : : : ;n; d} such that (A∼: nX; Y )d is either {a; b; c;1;
2; : : : ;n; d}! or an !-language which is neither a 0n+1-subset nor a 0n+1-subset of
{a; b; c;1;2; : : : ;n; d}!.
In the .rst case {a; b; c;1;2; : : : ;n; d}! is in 1 ∩1 hence also in the class
n (respectively n) for each integer n¿ 1.
And in the second case it follows from Theorem 10.2 that (A∼: nX; Y )
d is neither in the
class n+1 nor in the class n+1. But one cannot decide which case holds.
Recall that the !-languages accepted by deterministic Turing machines with a B<uchi
(respectively Muller) acceptance condition are exactly the languages which are 2-
languages (respectively boolean combinations of 2-languages) [41].
Thus, in the above proof we have seen that (A∼:2X;Y )
d is either {a; b; c;1;2; d}!
(and in that case it is accepted by a deterministic B<uchi or Muller automaton hence
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also by a B<uchi deterministic Turing machine) or an !-language which is neither a 03-
subset nor a 03-subset of {a; b; c;1;2; d}!. Hence in this latter case (A∼:2X;Y )d is not
a boolean combination of 2-languages (because 2⊆02 and boolean combinations
of 02-sets are 
0
3 ∩03-sets [33]).
As it was proved above, one cannot decide which case holds, so we can deduce the
following:
Theorem 10.4. It is undecidable to determine whether an e<ectively given !-CFL is
accepted by a deterministic Turing machine with B@uchi (respectively Muller) accep-
tance condition.
In fact this result can be extended to other deterministic machines. Consider X-
automata as de.ned in [19] which are automata equipped with a storage type X.
Then the !-languages accepted by deterministic X-automata with a B<uchi (respec-
tively Muller) acceptance condition are languages which are 02-languages (respectively
boolean combinations of 02-languages) [19].
But if * is a .nite alphabet and X is a storage type, the !-language *! is accepted
by an X-automaton. Hence this provides the following generalization:
Theorem 10.5. Let X be a storage type as de9ned in [19]. Then it is undecidable
to determine whether an e<ectively given !-CFL is accepted by a deterministic X-
automaton with B@uchi (respectively Muller) acceptance condition.
11. Concluding remarks and further work
This paper is the .rst of several papers about topological properties of !-CFL:
11.1. Omega deterministic CFL
We have proved that, for any eJectively given !-regular language A and !-DCFL
B, we can decide whether B is in the Wadge class of A, or in the Wadge degree of A.
A natural question now arises. Are the Wadge degrees of !-DCFL also Wadge
degrees of !-regular languages? And can we decide whether A≡W B, for !-DCFL A
and B?
The answer to the .rst question is in fact an emphatic no: there are many more
wadge classes in DCFL! than in REG!. Considering the .rst classes of the Wadge
hierarchies of REG! and of DCFL!, one get:
The restriction of the Wadge hierarchy to (G ∩F)-sets in REG! has only length
! and it is formed by boolean combinations of (regular) closed sets, as it is proved
in [43, 47].
The restriction of the Wadge hierarchy to (G ∩F)-sets in DCFL!, (de.ned by
DBPDA) has length !!.
Duparc gives a proof using descriptive set theory methods [16].
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We shall present in future papers a study of the Wadge hierarchy of !-DCFL which
is analogous to Wagner’s study of !-regular languages, using notions of chains and
superchains, [22].
This will give an (eJective) extension of the Wagner Hierarchy, as announced in
[17], although included in the set of boolean combinations of G-sets.
We just indicate here how one can generate many more Wadge degrees in DCFL!
than in REG!.
In his study of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel sets, Duparc de.ned also the operation
of multiplication of an !-language by a countable ordinal. The operation of multi-
plication by ! is well adapted to the context of !-DCFL, and it may be de.ned as
follows:
Denition 11.1 (Duparc). Let A⊆! be an !-language over the alphabet  and O+,
O− be two new letters not in , then A:! is de.ned over the alphabet ∪{O+; O−}
by:
A:! =
⋃
n¿1
(O+)n::(?:{O+; O−})6(n−1):?:(O+:A ∪ O−:A−):
Thus, an (in.nite) word of A:! has an initial pre.x in the form (O+)n:a for an integer
n¿ 1 and a ∈ . Then there are at most n more letters from {O+; O−} in the word
and the last such letter determines whether the suQx following this last letter O+ or
O− is in A or in A−.
It is not very diQcult to show that whenever A is in DCFL!, (and then A− is also
in DCFL! because DCFL! is closed under complementation), the !-language A:! is
also in DCFL!. But with regard to the Wadge degrees, d0W (A:!) = d
0
W (A):!. Starting
with the !-language ! over the alphabet , of Wadge degree 1, one get languages
in DCFL! which have Wadge degrees !;!2; : : : ; !n; : : :
These languages are (G ∩F)-sets because their Wadge degrees are countable ordi-
nals, but they are not boolean combinations of closed sets because their Wadge degrees
are ¿! (see [15]).
For instance, the !-DCFL
⋃
n¿1
(O+)n::(?:{O+; O−})6(n−1):?:(O+):!
over the alphabet  is not Wadge equivalent to any !-regular language.
11.2. Omega CFL
We have given an answer to a question of [29]: CFL! exhausts the Hierarchy of
Borel sets of .nite rank.
We have shown that the Wadge hierarchy of !-CFL is not eJective: we cannot
decide the Wadge class of an !-CFL, neither its Borel class.
But a lot of questions are still opened:
Are all omega context free languages Borel sets of .nite rank?
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Since this paper was written, we have answered to this question, showing that there
exist some !-CFL which are non Borel sets, [21].
What is the length of the Wadge hierarchy of Borel !-CFL?
In another paper, we show that it is an ordinal ¿B0, where B0 is the limit of the
ordinals @n de.ned by @0 = ! and @n+1 = !@n , [20].
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